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Sulfur trioxide~SO3! isolated in solid argon at 12 K was irradiated with light at 193 nm from an ArF
excimer laser. Recombination of photofragments O and SO2 produces OSOO that absorbs at 1229.6,
1041.3, and 597.6 cm21. The assignments are based on observed34S- and18O-isotopic shifts.
Theoretical calculations using the B-P86 and the B3-LYP density functional methods were carried
out for five isomers of SO3; energies and vibrational wave numbers were predicted for each one.
Observed line positions, infrared intensities, and isotopic shifts fit well with those predicted for
cis-OSOO at the B-P86 level. Further irradiation of the matrix sample with emission at 248 nm from
a KrF laser bleached OSOO and enhanced absorption lines of SO2 and, to a lesser extent, of SO3.
The mechanism of formation of OSOO in a matrix cage is discussed. ©1996 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!00214-3#

I. INTRODUCTION

Sulfuric acid is a primary constituent of acid rain.1,2 It
also plays an important role in the formation of atmospheric
aerosols; consequently it influences the climate and the
depletion of ozone.3,4 The major channel for the formation of
sulfuric acid from sulfur compounds involves oxidation of
SO2. The process,5,6

SO21OH1M→HOSO21M, ~1!

HOSO21O2→HO21SO3, ~2!

SO31H2O→H2SO4, ~3!

is generally accepted to be responsible for homogeneous oxi-
dation of SO2 in the atmosphere. Hence, sulfur trioxide
~SO3! is an important intermediate in the oxidation processes
of sulfur compounds.

Vibrational spectra of SO3 either in the gaseous phase or
isolated in a matrix were reported by numerous
investigators;7–14 they are consistent with the well estab-
lished planar structure ofD3h symmetry. Formation of iso-
mers of SO3 may be suspected, especially at low tempera-
ture, but such isomers remain uncharacterized, either
theoretically or experimentally. A few matrix-isolation ex-
periments relevant to formation of SO3 and perhaps its iso-
mers were reported. Hopkinset al.15 measured IR and Ra-
man spectra of low-temperature condensates of SO2
subjected to radio-frequency and microwave discharges; they
observed production of SO3, S2O, S3, S4, O3, and a poly
~sulfur oxide!. Kugel and Taube16 photolyzed matrix samples
containing O3 and SO3; they observed new IR absorption
lines attributed to SO4 from reaction of SO3 and O. Forma-
tion of OSOO from reaction of SO3 with O in matrices was
also suspected, but no experimental evidence was obtained.
Sodeau and Lee17 photolyzed matrix samples~Ar, N2, or O2!
containing SO2 with either a 1000 W Hg arc or a 20 W Zn

lamp; they found that monomeric SO2 was inert, whereas the
dimeric species was readily photooxidized to SO3 in an O2
matrix at 12 K.

We demonstrated previously that during photolysis of a
matrix sample the matrix cage effect provides excellent op-
portunities for photofragments to recombine to form various
isomers of parent molecules that may be difficult to prepare
in the gaseous phase.18–20We produced and identifiedcis–
cis and trans-perp HOONO by irradiation of nitric acid
~HONO2! isolated in solid Ar at low temperature with a 193-
nm excimer laser.18 In the present work with a similar tech-
nique we irradiated samples of matrix-isolated sulfur trioxide
~SO3! to observed infrared absorption lines due to OSOO.
With the first identification of this isomer of SO3, we expect
that its role in atmospheric chemistry will be determined in
due course.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The experimental setup is similar to that described
previously.18,21The cold matrix support at 13 K was a copper
mirror gold-plated to reflect the IR beam to the detector.
Matrix-isolated samples were prepared by passing a stream
of Ar over a glass trap containing SO3 and H2SO4; the trap
was cooled to approximately 210 K to reduce the vapor pres-
sure of the sample. H2SO4 was dehydrated before experi-
ments by passing Ar over the heated sample for more than 25
h. Because the presence of a small amount of H2SO4 does
not affect the photochemistry of SO3, we found that it is
convenient to employ the aforementioned method to prepare
matrix-isolated SO3. Typically 10 mmol of gaseous mixture
were deposited onto the cold target over a period 2–3 h.
Proper dilution to suppress formation of aggregates was
achieved by control of the temperature of the sample trap.
The concentration ratios of SO3:H2SO4:Ar were not deter-
mined, but we examined IR absorption spectra of SO3 and
H2SO4 to ensure that by proper dilution we avoided forma-
tion of dimers.

An ArF excimer laser~193 nm!, operated at 10 Hz with
a!Corresponding author. Jointly appointed by the Institute of Atomic and
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energy 2.0–4.0 mJ/pulse, was employed to photodissociate
the matrix sample. A KrF excimer laser~248 nm, 10 Hz, with
energy 5–20 mJ/pulse! was subsequently employed for fur-
ther dissociation to differentiate IR absorption lines of vari-
ous photoproducts. IR absorption spectra were recorded at
each stage of photolysis with a Fourier-transform infrared
~FTIR! spectrometer equipped with a KBr beamsplitter and a
Hg/Cd/Te detector cooled with liquid N2 to cover the spectral
range 500–4000 cm21. Typically 400 scans were collected at
a resolution 0.5 cm21. H2

34SO4 ~listed isotopic purity 90%!
and H2S

18O4 ~listed isotopic purity 82%! were obtained from
ICON Service Inc.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The energies, vibrational frequencies, and equilibrium
structures were calculated withGAUSSIAN94 program.22 Be-
cause of the partial diradical character in OSOO, calculations
at the MP2 level failed to provide reasonable vibrational fre-
quencies. Hence, both methods used to optimize the geom-
etries and to calculate the energies involve density function-
als, described as~1! B3-LYP, a variation of Becke’s three-
parameter~local, nonlocal, Hartree–Fock! hybrid exchange
functional using the Lee–Yang–Parr correlation
functional,23,24 and ~2! B-P86, a method using Becke’s ex-
change functional with Perdew’s 1986 gradient-corrected
correlation functional.25,26 Relative energies of five possible
isomers were calculated by two additional methods, the
coupled cluster singles and doubles~CCSD! ~Ref. 27! and
CCSD~T! ~Ref. 28!, in which T stands for noniterative triple
excitations, for geometries optimized at the B-P86 level.
Dunning’s correlation-consistent polarized valence triplet-
zeta ~cc-PVTZ! ~Ref. 29! basis set was used at B-P86,
CCSD, and CCSD~T! levels, whereas the basis augmented
with s, p, d, and f functions~aug-cc-PVTZ! ~Ref. 30! was
used for the B3-LYP method. Analytic first derivatives were
utilized in geometry optimization, and vibrational frequen-
cies were calculated analytically at each stationary point for
the B3-LYP and B-P86 methods.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The matrix samples contained SO3 with minor H2SO4
impurity. The latter is inactive to photolysis atl>193 nm;
irradiation of H2SO4 in solid Ar with a medium-pressure Hg
lamp or laser emission at 193, 248, or 308 nm produced no
change detectable with our infrared spectrometer. The spe-
cies were well diluted so that nearly all guest compounds
were in monomeric form. Hence, the presence of H2SO4 did
not interfere in our investigation of photolysis of SO3.

A. Infrared absorption of SO 3

TraceA of Fig. 1 shows absorption spectrum of SO3 in
solid Ar; lines observed at 2438.7, 1385.2, 527.1, and 490.3
cm21 agree well with those reported previously at 2439.2,
1385.9, 527.6, and 489.9 cm21.14 These lines are assigned as
n1(a18) 1 n3(e8), n3~e8!, n4~e8!, andn2(a28), respectively; the
symbols in parentheses indicate the symmetry class of the
vibrational mode. The corresponding lines of various isoto-

pic species of SO3 are listed in Table I. Vibrational assign-
ments based on these isotopic shifts are consistent with those
reported in the gas phase. For example, the spectrum of a
sample mixture of S16Ox

18O32x ~x50–3! with an overall
atomic ratio16O:18O.1:1 shows a quartet structure forn2 ~at
490.3, 486.7, 483.0, and 479.4 cm21! with intensity ratios
approximately 1:3:3:1, indicating a vibrational motion in-
volving three equivalent O atoms. The pattern of isotopic
shifts is consistent with the out-of-plane motion of SO3. The
e8 symmetry ofn3 andn4 degrades toC2v when one or two
18O atoms replace16O atoms in SO3; consequently each line
of S16Ox

18O32x ~x51,2! splits into two lines, consistent with

FIG. 1. IR absorption spectra of a SO3/Ar matrix sample before and after
irradiation. (A) Before irradiation; (B) after irradiation at 193 nm for 30
min; (C) further irradiation at 248 nm for 2 min; (D) another sample after
irradiation at 248 nm for 40 min. Lines marked with an asterisk are H2SO4
impurities. Two sets of new lines after photolysis at 193 nm are labeleda
andb. Traces are displaced vertically and the absorbance scale is expanded
2.5 times for wavenumbers smaller than 1200 cm21 for ease of inspection.

TABLE I. IR absorption lines~in cm21! of various isotopic species of SO3
in solid Ar.

Species n1(a18)1n3(e8) n3~e8! n4~e8! n2(a28)

32S16O3 2438.7 1385.2 527.1 490.3
~2443!a ~1391! ~529! ~495!

18O32S16O2 2417.3 @1385.2#b 524.0 486.7
2390.0 1358.6 513.4

16O32S18O2 2385.4 1372.2 515.6 483.0
2354.9 @1342.7#c 504.7

32S18O3 2336.0 1342.7 501.6 479.4
34S16O3 2420.4 1367.2 524.1 481.6

aValues for gaseous SO3 are enclosed in parentheses.
bLine overlapped by the 1385.2 cm21 line of 32S16O3.
cLine overlapped by the 1342.7 cm21 line of 32S18O3.
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our observation of six lines near 527 cm21 ~n4!. A quartet
rather than a sextet was observed forn3 near 1385 cm21

because of line overlapping~Table I!; an intensity ratio near
5:3:3:5 was observed for samples with overall atomic ratio
16O:18O51:1.

B. Photolysis of SO 3

Irradiation of the matrix sample with laser emission at
193 nm for 30 min produced two sets of new lines, as illus-
trated in traceB of Fig. 1. Lines in setA ~labeled ‘‘a’’ in Fig.
1! lie at 1229.6, 1041.3, and 597.6 cm21; these were not
reported previously. Lines in setB ~labeled ‘‘b’’ in Fig. 1! at
1351.1, 1348.1, 1147.0, and 517.3 cm21 are readily identified
as SO2 by comparison with previous reports. Sodeau and
Lee17 reported two sites of SO2 in solid Ar; SO2 in the stable
cubic close packing site absorbs at 1356.0, 1153.2, and 519.3
cm21, whereas SO2 in the metastable hexagonal close pack-
ing site absorbs at 1352.2, 1148.5, and 517.7 cm21. Maillard
et al.31 reported two groups of absorption lines of SO2 at
~1355.0, 1352.8, 1152.2, and 519.5 cm21! and ~1351.1,
1348.4, 1147.1, and 517.2 cm21! and assigned them to SO2
in stable and metastable sites, respectively. Suzukiet al.32

also observed lines corresponding to SO2 in the metastable
site. The lines in setB correspond well with those reported
for SO2 in a metastable site by Maillardet al.31 Relatively
weak lines at 1355.0, 1353.0, and 1151.0 cm21 were also
observed; they correspond to SO2 in a stable site.

Further irradiation of the matrix sample with 248 nm
laser emission for 2 min bleached lines in setA, as illustrated
in traceC of Fig. 1. The intensities of lines in setB ~due to
SO2! nearly doubled and those of SO3 increased slightly. In a
few experiments, the KrF excimer laser with emission at 248
nm was replaced by a low-pressure Hg lamp~at 253.7 nm!, a
XeCl laser~at 308 nm!, or a dye laser~at 390 nm! pumped
by a XeCl laser. In all cases, lines in setA disappeared
readily whereas those of SO3 increased; typically SO3 in-
creased more when a source at a greater wavelength was
employed for secondary photolysis.

Photolysis of the SO3/Ar matrix sample with laser emis-
sion at 248 nm produced only SO2, as shown in traceD of
Fig. 1 for an irradiation period of 40 min. Compared with the
spectrum recorded after photolysis at 193 nm, the line at
1351.1 cm21 is much more intense than that at 1348.1 cm21.

1. Isotopic shifts

Similar experiments with 34SO3 and mixtures of
S16Ox

18O32x ~x50–3! at varied proportions were performed.
The observed lines in setA after photolysis at 193 nm are
shown in Fig. 2; tracesA–C were recorded after photolysis
of matrix samples containing SO3,

34SO3, and a mixture of
S16Ox

18O32x ~x50–3! with an overall atomic ratio
16O:18O.1:1, respectively. The observed line positions of
each isotopic species are listed in Table II.

Upon34S substitution, the line at 1229.6 cm21 shifted to
1217.5 cm21, indicating that this vibrational mode involves
motion of a sulfur atom. The34S/32S isotopic ratio, 1217.5/
1229.850.990, is identical to the theoretically predicted
value for diatomic SO. Upon18O substitution with an overall

atomic ratio16O:18O.1:1, this line split into two groups of
unresolved lines separated by approximately 45 cm21. The
18O/16O isotopic ratio, 1185.0/1229.650.964, agrees with
that ~0.962! predicted theoretically for diatomic SO. There-
fore, the line at 1229.6 cm21 is assigned to SO stretching.
The wave number is greater than that of diatomic SO~1137
cm21 in solid Ar! ~Refs. 33 and 34! but near the average of
symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes of SO2 ~;1250
cm21!.

Upon 34S substitution, the line at 1041.3 cm21 shifted
only 0.4 cm21, indicating little involvement of the motion of
an S atom in this mode. Upon18O substitution, the line be-
came a triplet with spacings;27 cm21; the central member
further split by 1.7 cm21. This pattern indicates the involve-

FIG. 2. IR absorption spectra of matrix samples after irradiation at 193 nm
for 30 min. (A) SO3/Ar matrix; (B)

34SO3/Ar matrix; (C) Ar matrix con-
taining S16Ox

18O32x ~x50–3! with an overall ratio16O:18O.1:1. Lines
marked by an asterisk are due to various isotopic species of H2SO4 impuri-
ties. The arrow indicates one of the O34SOO line.

TABLE II. Observed vibrational wave numbers/cm21 for various isotopic
species of OSOO in solid Ar.

Species SO-str. OO-str. SO-str./mixed bend

16O32S16O16O 1229.6 1041.3 597.6
16O32S16O18O 1229.6 1012.9 592.3
16O32S18O16O 1228.7 1014.6 579.6
18O32S16O16O 1185.0 1041.3 592.3
16O32S18O18O 1228.7 985.8 573.9
18O32S16O18O 1185.0 1012.9 587.0
18O32S18O16O 1183.0 1014.6 573.9
18O32S18O18O 1183.0 985.8 568.0
16O34S16O16O 1217.5 1040.9 595.6
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ment of two nearly equivalent O atoms. The18O/16O isotopic
ratios, 1014.6/1041.350.974 and 1012.9/1041.350.973, are
close to the predicted value 0.972 for diatomic18O16O. The
18O/16O isotopic ratio for the line with the smallest wave
number in this group, 985.8/1041.350.947, is close to that
~0.943! predicted for diatomic18O2. Therefore, this mode is
assigned as OO stretching.

The line at 597.6 cm21 is shifted to 595.6 cm21 upon34S
substitution. The34S/32S isotopic ratio, 595.6/597.650.997 is
slightly greater than the predicted ratio, 0.990, for diatomic
SO. The34S/32S isotopic ratio observed for OSO-bending of
SO2 is 513.0/517.350.992. Upon18O substitution with an
overall atomic ratio16O:18O.1:1, this line became two trip-
lets, each with intensity ratio approximately 1:2:1, indicating
the involvement of three O atoms in this mode; the motions
of two of them are similar but contribute less than the third
one. The isotopic splittings are about 18, 6, and 5 cm21 for
substitution of the O atom at varied positions. The18O/16O
isotopic ratio of the major splitting, 579.6/597.650.970, is
slightly greater than that predicted for diatomic SO~0.962!.
The 18O/16O isotopic ratios of the minor splittings, 592.3/
597.650.991 and 587.0/597.650.982, are greater than that
of the OSO bending mode of SO2 ~506.7/517.350.980!.
Hence, this mode is likely a mixed mode, possibly a combi-
nation of SO stretching, OSO bending, and SOO bending.

2. Assignments and mechanism of formation

Photolysis of SO3 in the near ultraviolet was investigated
by Norrish and Oldershaw35 who proposed that the primary
process is either

SO3→
hn

SO1O2 ~4!

or

SO3→
hn

SO21O. ~5!

Recently, Thelen and Huber36 studied photodissociation of
SO3 at 193 nm by photofragmentation translational spectros-
copy; they reported that reaction~5! with production of O
atoms in the1D state is the primary channel, and a part of the
hot SO2 fragment undergoes secondary photodissociation to
form SO and O~3P!.

Lines in setB are identified as SO2, whereas the absorp-
tion line of SO at 1137 cm21 is undetectable. Hence, reaction
~5! appears dominant during photolysis of SO3 in solid Ar at
193 nm; secondary photolysis of hot SO2 is probably unim-
portant in the cold matrix environment. Lines in setA corre-
spond to no known absorptions of SxOy species. For ex-
ample, SO4 absorbs at 1434, 1267, 925, 777, 611, 498, and
490 cm21, and poly~sulfur oxide! absorbs at 1210, 1065, and
775 cm21.16 The 34S- and18O-isotopic experiments indicate
that the species contains at least one S atom and three O
atoms, and that the species possesses one S–O bond, one
O–O bond, and very likely a second, much weaker, S–O
bond. As the experiment was designed to produce isomers of
SO3 by means of the matrix cage effect, a likely candidate
for the observed new photoproduct is OSOO or SOOO.

The possibility that the photoproduct is straight-chain
SOOO is precluded for the following reasons.~1! The wave
number ~1229.6 cm21! of the SO-stretching mode is rela-
tively large, indicating that the bonding is preferably de-
scribed as a double bond.~2! The 18O-isotopic shifts of the
OO-stretching mode at 1041.3 cm21 indicate a negligibly
small contribution of the third O atom to this mode, contrary
to what is expected for the structure of SOOO; variation of
the mass of the third O atom in SOOO would generate a
nonnegligible shift for the OO-stretching mode.~3! 34S- and
18O-isotopic shifts for the line at 597.6 cm21 indicate a mode
containing a weak SO-stretching mode mixed with other
bending modes; the structure of SOOO is inconsistent with
observation of such a mode.~4! Further photolysis of this
product with laser emission at 248 nm produces SO2 and
SO3; there is no simple mechanism for such photoprocesses
from SOOO.~5! If SOOO were formed via the cage effect, a
likely photolysis path would be reaction~4!, but we detected
no SO after photolysis of SO3 at 193 nm. Similarly, the pos-
sibility of formation of acyclic-SOOO is eliminated accord-
ing to results from isotopic experiments.

The assignment of observed lines in setA to
S-oxide–cyclic-SO2, a three-membered ring compound
shown as isomer I in Fig. 3, is not favored for the following
reasons.~1! One expects two equivalent O atoms in structure
I, but the18O-isotope experiment indicates that two O atoms
involved in the OO-stretch differ slightly.~2! The wave num-
ber of the OO-stretching mode in a three-membered ring is
expected to be smaller than that of an ordinary O–O bond;
the observed line at 1041.3 cm21 fits well with a typical
peroxide bond, for example, 1101 cm21 for HO2,

37 1112
cm21 for CH3O2,

38 and 1052.3 cm21 for HOOPO.39 ~3! The
intensity of the SO stretch is expected to be much greater
than that of the OO stretch in structure I because of its mo-
lecular symmetry. However, the observed intensities for lines
at 1229.6 and 1041.3 cm21 are similar.

Assignment of the newly observed lines in setA to
OSOO is consistent with present experimental results. The
wave number of the SO-stretching mode~1229.6 cm21! is
near the average of symmetric and asymmetric stretches of
SO2, indicating a S–O bond similar to that of SO2. The
observed pattern of an OO-stretching mode for species with
varied 18O/16O proportions is what one expects for OSOO;
motions of two adjacent O atoms differ slightly because of
the adjacent S atom, and motion of the third O atom has a
negligible effect on this vibration because it is separated by
the S atom from the OO moiety. As the central S–O bond is
relatively weak, it is likely to couple with other bending
modes; the observed isotopic shifts are consistent with a
weak SO-stretching mode mixed with OSO-bending and
SOO-bending modes.

Formation of OSOO may result from reactions in a ma-
trix cage:

SO1O2→OSOO ~6a!

→SOOO and other products ~6b!

or
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SO21O→OSOO ~7a!

→SO3 and other products. ~7b!

However, detection of SO2 ~and OSOO! rather than SO after
initial photolysis of SO3, and detection of only SO2 and SO3
after secondary photolysis of OSOO, indicate that reactions
~5! and~7a! are responsible for the formation of OSOO. We
conclude that photolysis of SO3 in solid Ar at 193 nm pro-
duces SO2 and O; recombination of these photofragments in
a matrix cage forms OSOO which absorbs at 1229.6, 1041.3,
and 597.6 cm21.

There may be various stable conformers of OSOO, but
we observed only one set of lines in our experiments. Irra-
diation of the matrix sample with the hydrogen Lyman-a line
~121 nm! also produced the same set of lines of OSOO. Our
experimental data provide no definitive information to assign
conformation. If OSOO is formed via reactions~5! and~7a!,
formation of a trans isomer requires less geometric rear-
rangement than that of acis isomer. However, in our experi-
ments on photolysis of HNO3 to form cis–cis andtrans-perp
HOONO, we found that the photolytic behavior of the prod-
ucts played an important role to determine the apparent
quantum yield of each species.18–21 If the photoproduct ab-

sorbs~and photodissociates! strongly at the same wavelength
of photolysis, it may accumulate insufficient concentration to
be detected.

Irradiation of the matrix sample with 248 nm laser emis-
sion produced only SO2. Although it is possible that at 248
nm the photofragments may lack excess energy to overcome
the barrier to form OSOO, it is more likely that OSOO is
absent because it photodissociates readily at 248 nm, as ob-
served in experiments of secondary photolysis. The forma-
tion of SO2 rather than SO after photolysis of OSOO indi-
cates that the O–O bond of OSOO dissociates at 248 nm.

V. COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL
CALCULATIONS

According to theoretical calculations, there are five sta-
tionary isomers of SO3, as illustrated in Fig. 3; the geom-
etries predicted for each isomer at both B-P86 and B3-LYP
levels are also indicated, with results from the latter method
listed in parentheses. The chain isomers~cis-OSOO and
trans-OSOO! are planar whereas the ring isomers~I and II!
are nonplanar. As expected, the O–O bonds~;1.52 Å! of
ring isomers are much longer than those of chain isomers
~;1.31 Å!. Two types of S–O bonds in these isomers were
predicted; the bonds in the ring structure and the central
bonds in OSOO~1.69–1.74 Å! are much longer than those at
terminal positions~1.46–1.48 Å!. The central S–O bonds in
cis- and trans-OSOO predicted by the B3-LYP method
~;1.62 Å! are slightly shorter than those predicted by the
B-P86 method~;1.72 Å!.

Figure 4 shows energies of these isomers relative to that
of SO3 from calculations at various levels; the relative orders
in energy are similar in all calculations. Relative to SO3, ring
isomer I has the least energy whereas ring isomer II has the
greatest.Cis-OSOO lies approximately 5 kcal mol21 below
trans-OSOO. The energies ofcis- and trans-OSOO at the
CCSD~T! level decreased from those at the CCSD level by

FIG. 3. Geometries of isomers of SO3 calculated at the B-P86 level. Bond
lengths are in units of Å; results obtained from the B3-LYP level are indi-
cated in parentheses. The dihedral angle of isomer II is that between planes
OSO and OOO.

FIG. 4. Energies~in kcal mol21! of various isomers of SO3 relative to that of
SO3 predicted at different levels of calculations. The energies of SO3 at
various levels of calculations are B-P86,2623.96855; B3-LYP,
2623.92433; CCSD,2623.01603; CCSD~T!, 2623.06181 hartrees.
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approximately 15 kcal mol21, indicating that the noniterative
triple excitations play important roles in this system.

Vibrational wave numbers, infrared intensities, and
18O/16O isotopic ratios of vibrational wavenumbers of SO3
were calculated by the B-P86 and the B3-LYP methods, as
listed in Table III. Unscaled results by the B3-LYP method
underestimate vibrational wavenumbers of SO3 by 1.6–
3.8 %, whereas those at the B-P86 level differ by 5.7–9.2 %.
The magnitudes of deviations provide a rough indication of
possible errors in predictions of vibrational wave numbers of
other isomers of SO3. The predicted18O/16O isotopic ratios
agree well with experiments; the agreement is consistent
with our previous experience19,20 that even when predicted
vibrational wave numbers deviate from experimental results
by a relatively large fraction, predicted isotopic ratios typi-
cally show negligible errors.

Vibrational wave numbers predicted for two ring com-
pounds~isomers I and II in Fig. 3! are listed in Table IV;
they are listed in descending orders of wave numbers irre-
spective of corresponding symmetries. The four-membered
cyclic-SOOO ~isomer II! has vibrational wave numbers

smaller than 900 cm21 for all modes, as expected from its
predicted geometry. Furthermore, predicted IR intensities are
greatest for modes near 600 cm21. Hence, the possibility that
observed new lines in setA are due to this isomer is clearly
excluded. The three greatest vibrational wave numbers pre-
dicted for isomer I with a three-membered ring structure de-
viate from experimental observation by 0.8%,29.8%, and
9.6% at the B-P86 level, and by 4.8%,25.9%, and 15.0% at
the B3-LYP level; the deviations much exceed those of typi-
cal calculations at such levels. Predicted relative IR intensi-
ties are also inconsistent with experimental observation.
Therefore, it is unlikely that observed lines in setA are due
to isomer I.

Vibrational wave numbers, infrared intensities, and
18O/16O isotopic ratios predicted forcis-OSOO andtrans-
OSOO are listed in Tables V and VI, respectively. The three
greatest wave numbers predicted for both conformers are
similar. Calculated values for SO-stretching and OO-
stretching modes for both conformers deviate from line po-
sitions observed experimentally by less than 5% by both
B-P86 and B3-LYP methods. However, the B-P86 method

TABLE III. Calculated vibrational wave numbers/cm21, infrared intensities, and18O/16O isotopic ratios of SO3.

n1(a18) n2(a28) n3~e8! n4~e8!

B-P86/cc-PVTZ
S16O3 992 ~0.0!a 449 ~24.3! 1310 ~157! 483 ~21.3!

^18O/16O isotropic ratios&
18OS16O2 0.979@0.979#b,c 0.993@0.993#b 1.000 0.994@0.994#b

0.980@0.981#b 0.974@0.974#
16OS18O2 0.960@0.961# 0.985@0.985# 0.991@0.991# 0.978@0.978#

0.969 0.957@0.958#
S18O3 0.943@0.943# 0.977@0.978# 0.969@0.969# 0.951@0.952#

B3-LYP/aug-cc-PVTZ
S16O3 1045 ~0.0!a 475 ~32.1! 1364 ~190! 508 ~25.5!

^18O/16O isotopic ratios&
18OS16O2 0.979 0.993 1.000 0.994

0.981 0.974
16OS18O2 0.960 0.985 0.991 0.978

0.969 0.957
S18O3 0.943 0.977 0.969 0.951

aPredicted infrared intensities~in km mol21! of S16O3 are listed in parentheses.
bNumbers in square brackets are experimental values from this work.
cDerived by subtracting wave numbers ofn3 from that ofn11n3 in Table I.

TABLE IV. Calculated vibrational wave numbers/cm21 and infrared intensities of ring isomers of SO3.

n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6

B-P86/cc-PVTZ
S-oxide–cyclic-SO2 1239 939 655 580 414 318
~isomer I! ~149!a ~30.1! ~55.7! ~22.2! ~13.3! ~3.4!
cyclic-SOOO 840 709 698 584 564 349
~isomer II! ~2.4!a ~4.5! ~1.9! ~15.9! ~17.3! ~2.0!

B3-LYP/aug-c-PVTZ
S-oxide–cyclic-SO2 1289 980 687 600 443 339
~isomer I! ~184!a ~39.2! ~60.5! ~22.3! ~16.4! ~4.3!
cyclic-SOOO 894 825 787 644 602 340
~isomer II! ~1.1!a ~0.5! ~11.3! ~15.0! ~22.0! ~2.0!

aPredicted infrared intensities~in km mol21! are listed in parentheses.
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describes the mode near 600 cm21 better, with wave num-
bers predicted forcis- and trans-OSOO deviate 1.2% and
3.1% from the observed value, respectively, as compared
with deviations 9.4% and 17% derived at the B3-LYP
method. Differences in wave numbers betweencis- and
trans-OSOO are distinct only for modes below 450 cm21,
beyond our detection limits; therefore we cannot determine
the conformation of observed photoproducts on the basis of
observed vibrational wave numbers.18O-isotopic shifts of

both SO-stretching and OO-stretching modes are also similar
for both conformers, as listed in Tables V and VI, but a
distinct difference is predicted for the mode near 600 cm21.
When the terminal16O atom adjacent to the S atom is sub-
stituted with an18O atom,cis-OSOO shows greater isotopic
shifts thantrans-OSOO. For example, the isotopic ratios are
0.980 and 0.989 forcis- andtrans- 18OS16O18O, respectively,
by the B-P86 method; the difference is greater than typical
errors ~,0.003! expected for calculations at such a level.

TABLE V. Calculated vibrational wave numbers/cm21, infrared intensities, and18O/16O isotopic ratios ofcis-OSOO.

SO-str OO-str SO-str1mixed bend Mixed bend Out-of-plane Mixed bend

B-P86/cc-PVTZ
cis-16OS16O16O 1188~43.4!a 1088~118! 605~18.0! 446~5.6! 360~3.4! 162~1.5!

^18O/16O isotopic ratios&
16OS16O18O 0.999@0.999#b 0.972@0.973# 0.989@0.991# 0.996 0.989 0.975
16OS18O16O 0.998@0.999# 0.975@0.974# 0.971@0.970# 0.974 0.973 0.999
18OS16O16O 0.966@0.964# 0.997@0.999# 0.992@0.991# 0.999 0.992 0.970
16OS18O18O 0.998@0.999# 0.945@0.947# 0.959@0.960# 0.971 0.962 0.974
18OS16O18O 0.963@0.964# 0.971@0.973# 0.980@0.982# 0.995 0.982 0.946
18OS18O16O 0.963@0.962# 0.973@0.974# 0.962@0.960# 0.973 0.965 0.970
18OS18O18O 0.962@0.962# 0.945@0.947# 0.951@0.950# 0.970 0.954 0.945

B3-LYP/aug-cc-PVTZ
cis-16OS16O16O 1250~95.5!a 1023~179! 654~25.0! 593~3.2! 383~5.1! 205~2.3!

^18O/16O isotopic ratios&
16OS16O18O 1.000 0.971 0.999 0.988 0.990 0.973
16OS18O16O 0.999 0.975 0.955 0.989 0.972 0.999
18OS16O16O 0.964 1.000 0.995 0.994 0.993 0.972
16OS18O18O 0.999 0.944 0.954 0.978 0.962 0.972
18OS16O18O 0.963 0.971 0.994 0.982 0.983 0.946
18OS18O16O 0.963 0.974 0.951 0.983 0.965 0.971
18OS18O18O 0.963 0.944 0.950 0.971 0.955 0.944

aPredicted infrared intensities~in km mol21! of cis-16OS16O16O are listed in parentheses.
bNumbers in square brackets are experimental values from this work.

TABLE VI. Calculated vibrational wave numbers/cm21, infrared intensities, and18O/16O isotopic ratios oftrans-OSOO.

SO-str OO-str SO-str1mixed bend Mixed bend Mixed bend Out-of-plane

B-P86/cc-PVTZ
trans-16OS16O16O 1170 ~87.6!a 1070~185! 616~13.5! 346~4.3!a 210~12.0! 203~4.6!

^18O/16O isotopic ratios&
16OS16O18O 1.000@0.999#b 0.972@0.973# 0.992@0.991# 0.985 0.984 0.983
16OS18O16O 1.000@0.999# 0.974@0.974# 0.969@0.970# 0.980 0.993 0.979
18OS16O16O 0.964@0.964# 0.999@0.999# 0.997@0.991# 0.988 0.981 0.987
16OS18O18O 0.999@0.999# 0.944@0.947# 0.961@0.960# 0.966 0.977 0.961
18OS16O18O 0.963@0.964# 0.971@0.973# 0.989@0.982# 0.972 0.966 0.970
18OS18O16O 0.963@0.962# 0.974@0.974# 0.965@0.960# 0.968 0.974 0.966
18OS18O18O 0.963@0.962# 0.944@0.977# 0.957@0.950# 0.954 0.958 0.948

B3-LYP/aug-cc-PVTZ
trans-16OS16O16O 1235~153!a 1001~190!a 700~38.8!a 445~3.6!a 252~14.5! 205~6.2!a

^18O/16O isotopic ratios&
16OS16O18O 1.000 0.973 0.996 0.982 0.982 0.983
16OS18O16O 1.000 0.974 0.964 0.985 0.991 0.979
18OS16O16O 0.963 1.000 0.999 0.983 0.984 0.987
16OS18O18O 1.000 0.946 0.960 0.969 0.973 0.962
18OS16O18O 0.963 0.973 0.995 0.964 0.966 0.970
18OS18O16O 0.963 0.974 0.963 0.968 0.975 0.965
18OS18O18O 0.963 0.946 0.959 0.952 0.958 0.948

aPredicted infrared intensities~in km mol21! of trans-16OS16O16O are listed in parentheses.
bNumbers in square brackets are experimental values from this work.
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18O/16O isotopic ratios observed for these three modes fit
well ~within 0.002! with those predicted forcis-OSOO,
whereas they differ by as much as 0.007 from those pre-
dicted for trans-OSOO. Hence, we conclude that observed
lines in setA at 1229.6, 1041.3, and 597.6 cm21 are likely
due tocis-OSOO.

The six vibrational modes ofcis-OSOO and trans-
OSOO predicted by the B-P86 method are shown in Fig. 5.
The two modes with greatest energies are mainly SO stretch
and OO stretch, consistent with observed isotopic shifts. The
mode near 600 cm21 for cis-OSOO corresponds to motions
of stretching of the central S–O bond mixed with OSO and
SOO bending; the motions of two terminal O atoms are
nearly equivalent, thus yielding nearly identical vibrational
wave numbers for16OS16O18O and 18OS16O16O, and for
16OS18O18O and18OS18O16O. This pattern is exactly what we
observed in the line splitting after photolysis of a mixture of
S16Ox

18O32x ~x50–3!. The corresponding mode fortrans-
OSOO involves less motion of the terminal O atom adjacent
to the S atom, hence18O/16O isotopic ratios are predicted to
be greater than those ofcis-OSOO as the terminal16O atom
adjacent to the S atom is substituted with an18O atom.

As described previously, the major difference in geom-
etries predicted forcis- andtrans-OSOO between the B-P86
and the B3-LYP methods is that the lengths of the central
S–O bond are predicted to be approximately 0.1 Å greater
than those predicted at the B3-LYP level. Consequently, the
corresponding frequencies and isotopic shifts of the vibra-
tional mode near 600 cm21 are better described at the B-P86
level. In order to eliminate the possibility that the inadequacy
in prediction at the B3-LYP level is due to insufficient basis
set, we used the aug-cc-PVTZ basis set for B3-LYP compu-

tations; the results show no improvement on the description
of the mode near 600 cm21.

VI. CONCLUSION

We photolyzed SO3 in solid Ar with an ArF excimer
laser at 193 nm and observed IR absorption lines at 1229.6,
1041.3, and 597.6 cm21 due to OSOO, likely in acis con-
formation. Vibrational assignments were based on18O- and
34S-isotopic shifts. The results are consistent with theoretical
calculations. Our experimental results indicate that photoly-
sis of SO3 at 193 nm yields O1SO2 which recombine in the
matrix cage to form OSOO. This observation is the first of
such an isomer of SO3.
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